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COLLEGE COURSE FOR HOUSEWIVES

No economy will prove perma-
nent and effective unless it is based
on knowledge. That information
which the housewife acquires under
stress, as in the case of the present
high price of sugar, can be applied
to her great advantage at any time,
and will be, if she takes pains to find
out all she can about sugar.
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Sugar is found largely in, the same
places as starch, namely, in roots,
grasses, stems of plants, trunks of
trees, fruits, milk and vegetables.

Starch is the form in which plants
3tore their food for future use, while
sugar is the form into which this
siarch must be changed before the
'blant can make use of it as food. This
is what happens in the springtime
when the trees begin to bud and leaf,
when the seeds begin to sprout and
grow. A green apple or a green ba-

nana tastes starchy, a ripe apple or
a ripe banana tastes sweet. The
starch has by a chemical change be-

come a form of sugar.
Kind's of Sugar

Commercial or manufactured su-

gar is the sugar we buy on the mar-

ket The two kinds of manufactured
sugar we are most familiar with are
the cane sugar and beet sugar. Non-

commercial sugars are the sugars
found in foods, such as milk sugar,
sailed lactose; malt sugar, found in
grains, called-maltos- fruit sugar
jailed levulose.

Value of Sugar
In whatever form starch or sugar

Is taken into the body, it must be
changed into a still simpler form
called dextrose, before the body can
make use of it as food; just as the
starch in the plant must be changed
to a form of sugar before the plant
can use it as food.

This change can be made in the
body because there is a ferment in

the saliva of the mouth, gastric juice
of the stomach and intestinal juice
for this purpose; or this chance can
be made outside of the body by add-
ing an acid to the sugar and boil-
ing. Therefore, jams and fruit but-
ters are easily digested forms of su-
gar.

Stored as Fat
If sugar is eaten in small amounts

it will take the place of starch and
will be more quickly made use of by
the body because it is in a simpler
form than starch and will not have
to go through all the changes starch
must go through to be made into
that simplest form of sugar dex-
trose.

If the sugar is in excess of
needed for the daily use of

the body it is changed to fat and is
stored as fat. That is the reason that
in some cases of fleshiness doctors
omit sugar entirely from the diet.
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GARMENT STRIKE IN COURT
Arguments to' show why Judge

Baldwin should modify the injunc-
tion issued against striking ladies'
garment workers were billed for de-

livery today in his court by Clarence
Darrow, attorney for the workers.

A number of efforts will be made
today by fmpartial citizens to settle
the strike by arbitration. Both sides
are known to be tired of the strug-
gle and the bosses are supposed to be
willing to give in to about everything
the strikers demand.

Since the United States mints were
established in 1792 thev have coined
733,000,000 dimes, 855000,000 nick-
els and 2,345,000,000 cents.

Razors are most frequently pawn-
ed by men, with watches and um-
brellas nearly tied for second place.
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